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Get Programming: Learn to code with Python teaches you the
basics of computer programming using the Python language.
In this exercise-driven book, you'll be doing something on
nearly every page as you work through 38 compact lessons
and 7 engaging capstone projects. By exploring the crystalclear illustrations, exercises that check your understanding as
you go, and tips for what to try next, you'll start thinking like a
programmer in no time. This book works perfectly alongside
our video course Get Programming with Python in Motion,
available exclusively at Manning.com: www.manning.com/live
video/get-programming-with-python-in-motion Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside
Programming skills you can use in any language Learn to
code—no experience required Learn Python, the language for
beginners Dozens of exercises and examples help you learn
by doing About the Reader No prior programming experience
needed. Table of Contents LEARNING HOW TO PROGRAM
Lesson 1 - Why should you learn how to program? Lesson 2 Basic principles of learning a programming language UNIT 1 VARIABLES, TYPES, EXPRESSIONS, AND STATEMENTS
Lesson 3 - Introducing Python: a programming language
Lesson 4 - Variables and expressions: giving names and
values to things Lesson 5 - Object types and statements of
code 46 Lesson 6 - Capstone project: your first Python
program-convert hours to minutes UNIT 2 - STRINGS,
TUPLES, AND INTERACTING WITH THE USER Lesson 7 Introducing string objects: sequences of characters Lesson 8
- Advanced string operations Lesson 9 - Simple error
messages Lesson 10 - Tuple objects: sequences of any kind
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of object Lesson 11 - Interacting with the user Lesson 12 Capstone project: name mashup UNIT 3 - MAKING
DECISIONS IN YOUR PROGRAMS Lesson 13 - Introducing
decisions in programs Lesson 14 - Making more-complicated
decisions Lesson 15 - Capstone project: choose your own
adventure UNIT 4 - REPEATING TASKS Lesson 16 Repeating tasks with loops Lesson 17 - Customizing loops
Lesson 18 - Repeating tasks while conditions hold Lesson 19
- Capstone project: Scrabble, Art Edition UNIT 5 ORGANIZING YOUR CODE INTO REUSABLE BLOCKS
Lesson 20 - Building programs to last Lesson 21 - Achieving
modularity and abstraction with functions Lesson 22 Advanced operations with functions Lesson 23 - Capstone
project: analyze your friends UNIT 6 - WORKING WITH
MUTABLE DATA TYPES Lesson 24 - Mutable and immutable
objects Lesson 25 - Working with lists Lesson 26 - Advanced
operations with lists Lesson 27 - Dictionaries as maps
between objects Lesson 28 - Aliasing and copying lists and
dictionaries Lesson 29 - Capstone project: document
similarity UNIT 7 - MAKING YOUR OWN OBJECT TYPES
BY USING OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING Lesson
30 - Making your own object types Lesson 31 - Creating a
class for an object type Lesson 32 - Working with your own
object types Lesson 33 - Customizing classes Lesson 34 Capstone project: card game UNIT 8 - USING LIBRARIES
TO ENHANCE YOUR PROGRAMS Lesson 35 - Useful
libraries Lesson 36 - Testing and debugging your programs
Lesson 37 - A library for graphical user interfaces Lesson 38 Capstone project: game of tag Appendix A - Answers to
lesson exercises Appendix B - Python cheat sheet Appendix
C - Interesting Python libraries
Prelude to Programming is appropriate for Pre-Programming
and Introductory Programming courses in community
colleges, 4-year colleges, and universities. No prior computer
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or programming experience is necessary although readers
are expected to be familiar with college entry-level
mathematics. Prelude to Programming provides beginning
students with a language-independent framework for learning
core programming concepts and effective design techniques.
This approach gives students the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. The Sixth Edition offers students
a lively and accessible presentation as they learn core
programming concepts — including data types, control
structures, data files and arrays, and program design
techniques such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style. Problem-solving skills are
developed when students learn how to use basic
programming tools and algorithms, which include data
validation, defensive programming, calculating sums and
averages, and searching and sorting lists. Teaching and
Learning Experience This program presents a better teaching
and learning experience–for you and your students. It
provides: A Language-Independent, Flexible Presentation:
The text has been designed so that instructors can use it for
students at various levels. Features that Help Solidify
Concepts: Examples, exercises, and programming challenges
help students understand how concepts in the text apply to
real-life programs. Real Programming Experience with
RAPTOR: Students gain first-hand programming experience
through the optional use of RAPTOR, a free flowchart-based
programming environment. Support Learning: Resources are
available to expand on the topics presented in the text.
If you want to learn how to program but dont know where to
start, this is the right book and the right language for you.
From the first page, our self-paced approach will help you
build competence and confidence in your programming skills.
And Python is the best language ever for learning how to
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program because of its simplicity and breadthtwo features
that are hard to find in a single language. But this isnt just a
book for beginners! Our self-paced approach also works for
experienced programmers, helping you learn Python faster
and better than youve ever learned a language before. By the
time youre through, you will have mastered the key Python
skills that are needed on the job, including those for objectoriented, database, and GUI programming. To make all of this
possible, section 1 presents an 8-chapter course that will get
anyone off to a great start with Python. Section 2 builds on
that base by presenting the other essential skills that every
Python programmer should have. Section 3 shows you how
to develop object-oriented programs, a critical skillset in
todays world. And section 4 shows you how to apply all of the
skills that youve already learned as you build database and
GUI programs for the real world.
A variety of programming models relevant to scientists
explained, with an emphasis on how programming constructs
map to parts of the computer. What makes computer
programs fast or slow? To answer this question, we have to
get behind the abstractions of programming languages and
look at how a computer really works. This book examines and
explains a variety of scientific programming models
(programming models relevant to scientists) with an emphasis
on how programming constructs map to different parts of the
computer's architecture. Two themes emerge: program speed
and program modularity. Throughout this book, the premise is
to "get under the hood," and the discussion is tied to specific
programs. The book digs into linkers, compilers, operating
systems, and computer architecture to understand how the
different parts of the computer interact with programs. It
begins with a review of C/C++ and explanations of how
libraries, linkers, and Makefiles work. Programming models
covered include Pthreads, OpenMP, MPI, TCP/IP, and
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CUDA.The emphasis on how computers work leads the
reader into computer architecture and occasionally into the
operating system kernel. The operating system studied is
Linux, the preferred platform for scientific computing. Linux is
also open source, which allows users to peer into its inner
workings. A brief appendix provides a useful table of
machines used to time programs. The book's website
(https://github.com/divakarvi/bk-spca) has all the programs
described in the book as well as a link to the html text.
Thorsten and Isaac have written this book based on a
programming course we teach for Master's Students at the
School of Computer Science of the University of Nottingham.
The book is intended for students with little or no background
in programming coming from different backgrounds
educationally as well as culturally. It is not mainly a Python
course but we use Python as a vehicle to teach basic
programming concepts. Hence, the words conceptual
programming in the title. We cover basic concepts about data
structures, imperative programming, recursion and
backtracking, object-oriented programming, functional
programming, game development and some basics of data
science.
This book, in a language-free context, helps readers learn
general programming topics. Topics covered include data
types, control structures, files, arrays, subprograms,
structured programming principles and how to use basic tools
and algorithms. No prior experience with computers or
programming is necessary, nor is any special knowledge of
mathematics, finance, or any other discipline.
For beginning programmers, this updated edition answers all
C programming questions. This bestseller talks to readers at
their level, explaining every aspect of how to get started and
learn the C language quickly. Readers also find out where to
learn more about C. This book includes tear-out reference
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card of C functions and statements, a hierarchy chart, and
other valuable information. It uses special icons, notes, clues,
warnings, and rewards to make understanding easier. And
the clear and friendly style presumes no programming
knowledge.

Appropriate for Pre-Programming and Introductory
Programming courses in community colleges, 4-year
colleges, and universities Prelude to Programming
provides beginning students with a languageindependent framework for learning core programming
concepts and effective design techniques. This approach
gives students the foundation they need to understand
the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. The Sixth Edition offers
students a lively and accessible presentation as they
learn core programming concepts—including data types,
control structures, data files and arrays, and program
design techniques such as top-down modular design and
proper program documentation and style. Problemsolving skills are developed when students learn how to
use basic programming tools and algorithms, which
include data validation, defensive programming,
calculating sums and averages, and searching and
sorting lists. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program presents a better teaching and learning
experience–for you and your students. It provides: A
Language-Independent, Flexible Presentation: The text
has been designed so that instructors can use it for
students at various levels. Features that Help Solidify
Concepts: Examples, exercises, and programming
challenges help students understand how concepts in
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the text apply to real-life programs. Real Programming
Experience with RAPTOR: Students gain first-hand
programming experience through the optional use of
RAPTOR, a free flowchart-based programming
environment. Support Learning: Resources are available
to expand on the topics presented in the text.
Summary Functional Programming in JavaScript teaches
JavaScript developers functional techniques that will
improve extensibility, modularity, reusability, testability,
and performance. Through concrete examples and
jargon-free explanations, this book teaches you how to
apply functional programming to real-life development
tasks Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology In complex web
applications, the low-level details of your JavaScript code
can obscure the workings of the system as a whole. As a
coding style, functional programming (FP) promotes
loosely coupled relationships among the components of
your application, making the big picture easier to design,
communicate, and maintain. About the Book Functional
Programming in JavaScript teaches you techniques to
improve your web applications - their extensibility,
modularity, reusability, and testability, as well as their
performance. This easy-to-read book uses concrete
examples and clear explanations to show you how to use
functional programming in real life. If you're new to
functional programming, you'll appreciate this guide's
many insightful comparisons to imperative or objectoriented programming that help you understand
functional design. By the end, you'll think about
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application design in a fresh new way, and you may even
grow to appreciate monads! What's Inside High-value FP
techniques for real-world uses Using FP where it makes
the most sense Separating the logic of your system from
implementation details FP-style error handling, testing,
and debugging All code samples use JavaScript ES6
(ES 2015) About the Reader Written for developers with
a solid grasp of JavaScript fundamentals and web
application design. About the Author Luis Atencio is a
software engineer and architect building enterprise
applications in Java, PHP, and JavaScript. Table of
Contents PART 1 THINK FUNCTIONALLY Becoming
functional Higher-order JavaScript PART 2 GET
FUNCTIONAL Few data structures, many operations
Toward modular, reusable code Design patterns against
complexity PART 3 ENHANCING YOUR FUNCTIONAL
SKILLS Bulletproofing your code Functional
optimizations Managing asynchronous events and data
Teach Your Students How to Program Well Intermediate
C Programming provides a stepping-stone for
intermediate-level students to go from writing short
programs to writing real programs well. It shows students
how to identify and eliminate bugs, write clean code,
share code with others, and use standard Linux-based
tools, such as ddd and valgrind. The text covers
numerous concepts and tools that will help your students
write better programs. It enhances their programming
skills by explaining programming concepts and
comparing common mistakes with correct programs. It
also discusses how to use debuggers and the strategies
for debugging as well as studies the connection between
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programming and discrete mathematics.
Summary Programming for Musicians and Digital Artists:
Creating Music with ChucK offers a complete
introduction to programming in the open source music
language ChucK. In it, you'll learn the basics of digital
sound creation and manipulation while you discover the
ChucK language. As you move example-by-example
through this easy-to-follow book, you'll create meaningful
and rewarding digital compositions and "instruments"
that make sound and music in direct response to
program logic, scores, gestures, and other systems
connected via MIDI or the network. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About this Book A
digital musician must manipulate sound precisely. ChucK
is an audio-centric programming language that provides
precise control over time, audio computation, and user
interface elements like track pads and joysticks. Because
it uses the vocabulary of sound, ChucK is easy to learn
even for artists with little or no exposure to computer
programming. Programming for Musicians and Digital
Artists offers a complete introduction to music
programming. In it, you'll learn the basics of digital sound
manipulation while you learn to program using ChucK.
Example-by-example, you'll create meaningful digital
compositions and "instruments" that respond to program
logic, scores, gestures, and other systems connected via
MIDI or the network. You'll also experience how ChucK
enables the on-the-fly musical improvisation practiced by
communities of "live music coders" around the world.
Written for readers familiar with the vocabulary of sound
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and music. No experience with computer programming is
required. What's Inside Learn ChucK and digital music
creation side-by-side Invent new sounds, instruments,
and modes of performance Written by the creators of the
ChucK language About the Authors Perry Cook, Ajay
Kapur, Spencer Salazar, and Ge Wang are pioneers in
the area of teaching and programming digital music. Ge
is the creator and chief architect of the ChucK language.
Table of Contents Introduction: ChucK programming for
artistsPART 1 INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING IN
CHUCK Basics: sound, waves, and ChucK programming
Libraries: ChucK's built-in tools Arrays: arranging and
accessing your compositional data Sound files and
sound manipulation Functions: making your own tools
PART 2 NOW IT GETS REALLY INTERESTING! Unit
generators: ChucK objects for sound synthesis and
processing Synthesis ToolKit instruments Multithreading
and concurrency: running many programs at once
Objects and classes: making your own ChucK power
tools Events: signaling between shreds and syncing to
the outside world Integrating with other systems via
MIDI, OSC, serial, and more
Masterminds of Programming features exclusive
interviews with the creators of several historic and highly
influential programming languages. In this unique
collection, you'll learn about the processes that led to
specific design decisions, including the goals they had in
mind, the trade-offs they had to make, and how their
experiences have left an impact on programming today.
Masterminds of Programming includes individual
interviews with: Adin D. Falkoff: APL Thomas E. Kurtz:
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BASIC Charles H. Moore: FORTH Robin Milner: ML
Donald D. Chamberlin: SQL Alfred Aho, Peter
Weinberger, and Brian Kernighan: AWK Charles
Geschke and John Warnock: PostScript Bjarne
Stroustrup: C++ Bertrand Meyer: Eiffel Brad Cox and
Tom Love: Objective-C Larry Wall: Perl Simon Peyton
Jones, Paul Hudak, Philip Wadler, and John Hughes:
Haskell Guido van Rossum: Python Luiz Henrique de
Figueiredo and Roberto Ierusalimschy: Lua James
Gosling: Java Grady Booch, Ivar Jacobson, and James
Rumbaugh: UML Anders Hejlsberg: Delphi inventor and
lead developer of C# If you're interested in the people
whose vision and hard work helped shape the computer
industry, you'll find Masterminds of Programming
fascinating.
The official book on the Rust programming language,
written by the Rust development team at the Mozilla
Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust
Programming Language is the official book on Rust: an
open source systems programming language that helps
you write faster, more reliable software. Rust offers
control over low-level details (such as memory usage) in
combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the
hassle traditionally associated with low-level languages.
The authors of The Rust Programming Language,
members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge
and experience to show you how to take full advantage
of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust
and scalable programs. You'll begin with basics like
creating functions, choosing data types, and binding
variables and then move on to more advanced concepts,
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such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits
• Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build fast,
safe programs • Testing, error handling, and effective
refactoring • Generics, smart pointers, multithreading,
trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using
Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager, to build, test,
and document your code and manage dependencies •
How best to use Rust's advanced compiler with compilerled programming techniques You'll find plenty of code
examples throughout the book, as well as three chapters
dedicated to building complete projects to test your
learning: a number guessing game, a Rust
implementation of a command line tool, and a
multithreaded server. New to this edition: An extended
section on Rust macros, an expanded chapter on
modules, and appendixes on Rust development tools
and editions.
Beginning programmers struggle constantly to balance
logic and syntax. Written in a non-language specific
format,Prelude to Programming, 4/e, addresses this
problem, giving beginners a language-independent
framework for learning core programming concepts and
effective design techniques.Gives readers the foundation
they need to understand the logic behind program design
and to establish effective programming skills. Focuses
on many different languages, but includes “real”
problems that mirror the pseudocode problems
throughout, in four programming languages (Java, C++,
VisualBasic, and Python). Is packaged with the RAPTOR
flow-charting software – complimentary software that
enables users to write programs without worrying about
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syntax – providing a hands-on component without the
need to learn a whole programming language. Includes
new “What and Why” sections that discuss what would
happen if the program were run, or something were
changed. Provides new “Making It Work” boxed features
throughout, discussing how to implement concepts in an
actual high-level language. Updates “Focus on Problem
Solving” sections.A useful basic reference for
programmers.
This textbook teaches introductory data structures.
Bioinformatics Algorithms: Design and Implementation in
Python provides a comprehensive book on many of the most
important bioinformatics problems, putting forward the best
algorithms and showing how to implement them. The book
focuses on the use of the Python programming language and
its algorithms, which is quickly becoming the most popular
language in the bioinformatics field. Readers will find the tools
they need to improve their knowledge and skills with regard to
algorithm development and implementation, and will also
uncover prototypes of bioinformatics applications that
demonstrate the main principles underlying real world
applications. Presents an ideal text for bioinformatics students
with little to no knowledge of computer programming Based
on over 12 years of pedagogical materials used by the
authors in their own classrooms Features a companion
website with downloadable codes and runnable examples
(such as using Jupyter Notebooks) and exercises relating to
the book
Starting Out with Programming Logic and Design, Third
Edition, is a language-independent introductory programming
book that orients students to programming concepts and logic
without assuming any previous programming experience. In
the successful, accessible style of Tony Gaddis' best-selling
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texts, useful examples and detail-oriented explanations allow
students to become comfortable with fundamental concepts
and logical thought processes used in programming without
the complication of language syntax. Students gain
confidence in their program design skills to transition into
more comprehensive programming courses. The book is ideal
for a programming logic course taught as a precursor to a
language-specific introductory programming course, or for the
first part of an introductory programming course.
Haskell is one of the leading languages for teaching
functional programming, enabling students to write simpler
and cleaner code, and to learn how to structure and reason
about programs. This introduction is ideal for beginners: it
requires no previous programming experience and all
concepts are explained from first principles via carefully
chosen examples. Each chapter includes exercises that
range from the straightforward to extended projects, plus
suggestions for further reading on more advanced topics. The
author is a leading Haskell researcher and instructor, wellknown for his teaching skills. The presentation is clear and
simple, and benefits from having been refined and classtested over several years. The result is a text that can be
used with courses, or for self-learning. Features include freely
accessible Powerpoint slides for each chapter, solutions to
exercises and examination questions (with solutions)
available to instructors, and a downloadable code that's fully
compliant with the latest Haskell release.
Strategies for building large systems that can be easily
adapted for new situations with only minor programming
modifications. Time pressures encourage programmers to
write code that works well for a narrow purpose, with no room
to grow. But the best systems are evolvable; they can be
adapted for new situations by adding code, rather than
changing the existing code. The authors describe techniques
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they have found effective--over their combined 100-plus years
of programming experience--that will help programmers avoid
programming themselves into corners. The authors explore
ways to enhance flexibility by: • Organizing systems using
combinators to compose mix-and-match parts, ranging from
small functions to whole arithmetics, with standardized
interfaces • Augmenting data with independent annotation
layers, such as units of measurement or provenance •
Combining independent pieces of partial information using
unification or propagation • Separating control structure from
problem domain with domain models, rule systems and
pattern matching, propagation, and dependency-directed
backtracking • Extending the programming language, using
dynamically extensible evaluators
"Prelude to Programming" provides beginning students with a
language-independent framework for learning core
programming concepts and effective design techniques. This
approach gives students the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. The Fifth Edition offers students
a lively and accessible presentation as they learn core
programming concepts including data types, control
structures, data files and arrays, and program design
techniques such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style. Problem-solving skills are
developed when students learn how to use basic
programming tools and algorithms, which include data
validation, defensive programming, calculating sums and
averages, and searching and sorting lists. A copy of the
RAPTOR flow-charting software is included with the Fifth
Edition."
This book offers a highly accessible introduction to natural
language processing, the field that supports a variety of
language technologies, from predictive text and email filtering
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to automatic summarization and translation. With it, you'll
learn how to write Python programs that work with large
collections of unstructured text. You'll access richly annotated
datasets using a comprehensive range of linguistic data
structures, and you'll understand the main algorithms for
analyzing the content and structure of written communication.
Packed with examples and exercises, Natural Language
Processing with Python will help you: Extract information from
unstructured text, either to guess the topic or identify "named
entities" Analyze linguistic structure in text, including parsing
and semantic analysis Access popular linguistic databases,
including WordNet and treebanks Integrate techniques drawn
from fields as diverse as linguistics and artificial intelligence
This book will help you gain practical skills in natural
language processing using the Python programming
language and the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) open
source library. If you're interested in developing web
applications, analyzing multilingual news sources, or
documenting endangered languages -- or if you're simply
curious to have a programmer's perspective on how human
language works -- you'll find Natural Language Processing
with Python both fascinating and immensely useful.
Key Benefit: Prelude to Programming provides readers with a
language-independent framework for learning core
programming concepts and effective design techniques. This
approach gives readers the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. Key Topics: Core programming
concepts, such as data types, control structures, data files
and arrays and program design techniques, such as topdown modular design and proper program documentation
and style. Also included are basic programming tools and
algorithms which include data validation, defensive
programming, calculating sums and averages, and searching
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and sorting lists. Market: This book is for readers who have
no programming background and want to learn the
fundamental skills of programming logic and design.
An Introduction to Parallel Programming, Second Edition
presents a tried-and-true tutorial approach that shows
students how to develop effective parallel programs with MPI,
Pthreads and OpenMP. As the first undergraduate text to
directly address compiling and running parallel programs on
multi-core and cluster architecture, this second edition carries
forward its clear explanations for designing, debugging and
evaluating the performance of distributed and shared-memory
programs while adding coverage of accelerators via new
content on GPU programming and heterogeneous
programming. New and improved user-friendly exercises
teach students how to compile, run and modify example
programs. Takes a tutorial approach, starting with small
programming examples and building progressively to more
challenging examples Explains how to develop parallel
programs using MPI, Pthreads and OpenMP programming
models A robust package of online ancillaries for instructors
and students includes lecture slides, solutions manual,
downloadable source code, and an image bank New to this
edition: New chapters on GPU programming and
heterogeneous programming New examples and exercises
related to parallel algorithms
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Prelude to
Programming is appropriate for Pre-Programming and
Introductory Programming courses in community colleges,
4-year colleges, and universities. No prior computer or
programming experience is necessary although readers are
expected to be familiar with college entry-level mathematics.
Prelude to Programming provides beginning students with a
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language-independent framework for learning core
programming concepts and effective design techniques. This
approach gives students the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. The Sixth Edition offers students
a lively and accessible presentation as they learn core
programming concepts — including data types, control
structures, data files and arrays, and program design
techniques such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style. Problem-solving skills are
developed when students learn how to use basic
programming tools and algorithms, which include data
validation, defensive programming, calculating sums and
averages, and searching and sorting lists. Teaching and
Learning Experience This program presents a better teaching
and learning experience–for you and your students. It
provides: A Language-Independent, Flexible Presentation:
The text has been designed so that instructors can use it for
students at various levels. Features that Help Solidify
Concepts: Examples, exercises, and programming challenges
help students understand how concepts in the text apply to
real-life programs. Real Programming Experience with
RAPTOR: Students gain first-hand programming experience
through the optional use of RAPTOR, a free flowchart-based
programming environment. Support Learning: Resources are
available to expand on the topics presented in the text.
Want to tap the power behind search rankings, product
recommendations, social bookmarking, and online
matchmaking? This fascinating book demonstrates how you
can build Web 2.0 applications to mine the enormous amount
of data created by people on the Internet. With the
sophisticated algorithms in this book, you can write smart
programs to access interesting datasets from other web sites,
collect data from users of your own applications, and analyze
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and understand the data once you've found it. Programming
Collective Intelligence takes you into the world of machine
learning and statistics, and explains how to draw conclusions
about user experience, marketing, personal tastes, and
human behavior in general -- all from information that you and
others collect every day. Each algorithm is described clearly
and concisely with code that can immediately be used on
your web site, blog, Wiki, or specialized application. This book
explains: Collaborative filtering techniques that enable online
retailers to recommend products or media Methods of
clustering to detect groups of similar items in a large dataset
Search engine features -- crawlers, indexers, query engines,
and the PageRank algorithm Optimization algorithms that
search millions of possible solutions to a problem and choose
the best one Bayesian filtering, used in spam filters for
classifying documents based on word types and other
features Using decision trees not only to make predictions,
but to model the way decisions are made Predicting
numerical values rather than classifications to build price
models Support vector machines to match people in online
dating sites Non-negative matrix factorization to find the
independent features in a dataset Evolving intelligence for
problem solving -- how a computer develops its skill by
improving its own code the more it plays a game Each
chapter includes exercises for extending the algorithms to
make them more powerful. Go beyond simple databasebacked applications and put the wealth of Internet data to
work for you. "Bravo! I cannot think of a better way for a
developer to first learn these algorithms and methods, nor
can I think of a better way for me (an old AI dog) to
reinvigorate my knowledge of the details." -- Dan Russell,
Google "Toby's book does a great job of breaking down the
complex subject matter of machine-learning algorithms into
practical, easy-to-understand examples that can be directly
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applied to analysis of social interaction across the Web today.
If I had this book two years ago, it would have saved precious
time going down some fruitless paths." -- Tim Wolters, CTO,
Collective Intellect
Written in an informal yet informative style, Programming
Language Fundamentals by Example uses active learning
techniques, giving students a professional learning
experience based on professional methods applied with
professional standards. It provides an understanding of the
many languages and notations used in computer science, the
formal models
Prelude to Programming provides beginning students with a
language-independent framework for learning core
programming concepts and effective design techniques. This
approach gives students the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills. The Fifth Edition offers students
a lively and accessible presentation as they learn core
programming concepts - including data types, control
structures, data files and arrays, and program design
techniques such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style. Pr.
Prelude to Programming provides beginning students with a
language-independent framework for learning core
programming concepts and effective design techniques. This
approach gives students the foundation they need to
understand the logic behind program design and to establish
effective programming skills.The Sixth Edition offers students
a lively and accessible presentation as they learn core
programming concepts including data types, control
structures, data files and arrays, and program design
techniques such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style.
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The classic programming guide for architects and clientsfully updated and revised. Architectural programming is a
team effort that requires close cooperation between
architects and their clients. Problem Seeking, Fourth
Edition lays out a five-step procedure that teams can
follow when programming any building or series of
buildings, from a small house to a hospital complex. This
simple yet comprehensive process encompasses the
entire range of factors that influence the design of
buildings.
If you need to learn CUDA but don't have experience
with parallel computing, CUDA Programming: A
Developer's Introduction offers a detailed guide to CUDA
with a grounding in parallel fundamentals. It starts by
introducing CUDA and bringing you up to speed on GPU
parallelism and hardware, then delving into CUDA
installation. Chapters on core concepts including
threads, blocks, grids, and memory focus on both
parallel and CUDA-specific issues. Later, the book
demonstrates CUDA in practice for optimizing
applications, adjusting to new hardware, and solving
common problems. Comprehensive introduction to
parallel programming with CUDA, for readers new to
both Detailed instructions help readers optimize the
CUDA software development kit Practical techniques
illustrate working with memory, threads, algorithms,
resources, and more Covers CUDA on multiple hardware
platforms: Mac, Linux and Windows with several NVIDIA
chipsets Each chapter includes exercises to test reader
knowledge
First-ever comprehensive introduction to the major new
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subject of quantum computing and quantum information.
Maude is a language and system based on rewriting
logic. In this comprehensive account, you’ll discover
how Maude and its formal tool environment can be used
in three mutually reinforcing ways: as a declarative
programming language, as an executable formal
specification language, and as a formal verification
system. Examples used throughout the book illustrate
key concepts, features, and the many practical uses of
Maude.
This introductory text aids students in learning: general
programming topics (control structures, arrays,
subprograms, and files); structured programming
principles such as top-down modular design and proper
program documentation and style; how to use certain
basic tools and algorithms, such as data validation and
defensive programming, and other programming
paradigms such as object-oriented and event-driven
programming. No prior experience with computers or
programming is necessary, noris any special knowledge
of mathematics, finance, or any other discipline.
If you have a working knowledge of Haskell, this handson book shows you how to use the language’s many
APIs and frameworks for writing both parallel and
concurrent programs. You’ll learn how parallelism
exploits multicore processors to speed up computationheavy programs, and how concurrency enables you to
write programs with threads for multiple interactions.
Author Simon Marlow walks you through the process
with lots of code examples that you can run, experiment
with, and extend. Divided into separate sections on
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Parallel and Concurrent Haskell, this book also includes
exercises to help you become familiar with the concepts
presented: Express parallelism in Haskell with the Eval
monad and Evaluation Strategies Parallelize ordinary
Haskell code with the Par monad Build parallel arraybased computations, using the Repa library Use the
Accelerate library to run computations directly on the
GPU Work with basic interfaces for writing concurrent
code Build trees of threads for larger and more complex
programs Learn how to build high-speed concurrent
network servers Write distributed programs that run on
multiple machines in a network
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